Cargonaija Ultimate Freight Solutions
47 Cabinet Court
Flowers Close
London NW2 7FH
Phone: 02039045521
Cargonaija is voted by UK diasporans as the leading brand for sending goods to
Nigeria from the UK. Our service is not just for commercial enterprises and
corporate bodies alone, we also send goods for individuals who need to ship their
goods to Nigeria from the UK. We are one of the trusted organizations that give air
freight services from London UK to Nigeria. We are proud to say that our rate is
unbeatable. To proof, this, feel free to do your price comparison search and you will
see for yourself that our rate is truly unbeatable! Offering the cheapest cargo rate
doesn't mean we compromise on giving all our client quality service, it simply
means we are connected to multiple airlines, the source for the cheapest freight
and passes it down to our customers.How access our super amazing Cargo Services
to Nigeria from the UKFully fill out the cargo request form on our site, send us an
email or direct call. Our ever-supportive staff team are waiting to give you the best
service.Once we receive your enquiry form or booking request, we will book your
freight collection, check the weight and the measurement and send you a receipt
and move your freight to Nigeria.Get constant message through SMS messages,
WhatsApp messages, Email or by an immediate call or whichever method of
correspondence you like.When your freight is flown, we will send you an instant
message, WhatsApp alert, email or even call you to inform you of your freight
arrival in Nigeria.We give the least expensive rate on air shipping cargo
transportation to Nigeria from the UK. We can unhesitatingly declare that our
popularity in the UK is strengthened by our client-centred doctrine!What you have
to do to utilize our Cargo Services to Nigeria from the UKComplete the form on our
site, send us an email or direct call. Our ever-astonishing group are promptly
accessible nonstop.You can deliver your freight for delivery to our different drop off
places in London, Manchester, Birmingham, Luton and Milton Keynes.You prefer a
door to door cargo service to Nigeria? We also have this option.Wondering
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you will pay by weight or by volume?Our Nigerian clients are paying by weight and
not volume, which is what makes it even better.Still, got some more Questions?Do
you pick up from other UK cities other than London?Answer: Yes, we collect from
outside London. Any place you are in the UK or super amazing cargo service is
accessible to you. It doesn't make a difference whether you're in Manchester,
Birmingham, Portsmouth, Newcastle in the UK we can convey your freight securely
to Nigeria for you.Do I have to stress over traditional customs clearing my freight
myself or by my agent in Nigeria?Answer: Absolutely Not! You don't have to stress
over customs clearing method in Nigeria, we will do the entirety of that for. It's
remembered for our cost.Do you send cargo from Nigeria to the UK?Answer: Yes, we
offer such help as well. If you don't mind know that a few things from Nigeria are
not permitted into the UK. The rundown incorporates yet not constrained to
Cigarette, Fish, Beans, Alcohol... Inquire as to whether you don't know.Why we are
clients favourite when it comes to sending cargo Forwarding from the UK to
Nigeria?Our clients are our most noteworthy resource that is the reason cargonaija
never depart all of you to continue ahead with it. We don't just prompt you on cash
sparing tips yet additionally give you satisfactory data on issues like duty, SON CAP
CERTIFICATE and different duties that may influence your delivery involvement with
Nigeria. Also, we don't bother or wrangle clients in the zones of pricingJump on the
list of happy customers today in case you're our first time client. Be confident that
you will be given a similar five star appraised service we have been providing for
the decade to our new and old clients. Join the triumphant group today and book
your freight with cargonaija.
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